1. Have you reviewed my resume? Was anything unclear?
2. Describe the typical first-year assignments.
3. What characteristics does a successful person have in your company?
4. What are the challenging facets of the job?
5. Can I progress at my own pace or is the training program structured?
6. What is your relocation policy?
7. What would be a typical first assignment for someone in the position of...?
8. Is there a formal training program?
9. How often will my performance be reviewed?
10. What makes your firm different from its competitors?
11. How would you describe your corporation’s personality and management style?
12. What are your expectations of new hires?
13. What is the overall structure of the department where the position is located?
14. How soon after graduation would I be expected to report to work?
15. What might I look forward to in terms of promotions?
16. What skills are considered most useful for success in the job I’m applying for?
17. What position or positions does this job typically lead to?
18. How long has the position been in existence?
19. How long has the position been available?
20. Why is the position currently available?
21. Who are the people with whom I will be working?
22. Does the company have an orientation program for new employees?
23. Where can I get information on housing, cost of living, organizations, etc., and other aspects of the community?
24. Will there be opportunities for greater responsibility and broader experience?
25. What are the current plans for expansions or cutbacks?
26. What is the typical work week? Is overtime expected?
27. If I am extended a job offer, how soon would you like me to start?
28. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the company as you perceive them?
29. Is there a lot of team/project work?